Justice

• If you treat others fairly, you are showing justice.
• Name a person whose job it is to make sure there is justice.
Task

- When you finish your work, you have completed a task.
- Name a task you perform every day.
Elaborate

• If many details decorate something, it is elaborate.
• Why might it take a long time for a spider to spin an elaborate web?
Inventive

• A person who creates or solves something in a new way is inventive.
• Who are the inventors in the illustrations?
Prey

• *Prey* is an animal that is hunted for food.

• In the cartoon below which animal is considered the *prey*? Explain.
Shallow

• Something shallow is not very deep.

• What can you find in shallow water?
Reels

- A person *reels* something in by winding up a line attached to it.
- Name something you might accidentally reel in while fishing.
Strands

• Long, thin pieces of something are called **strands**.
• Name something that comes in strands.
Spiral

• A spiral shape curls around and around in a circle.
• Name something that has a spiral shape.
Social

• A social animal is one that lives in a group with other animals of same kind.

Name some other social animals.
Unlikely Pair: Hippo mothered by a male tortoise